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Abstract
We give a rigorous proof that, at first order in as, the thermal di-lepton rate

is free of infrared and mass singularities. The calculation is performed for massive
quarks in the real-time formalism with the n-dimensional regularization scheme.
The cancellation is shown to occur within each topology.
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1- Introduction
The Thermal Drell-Yan mechanism is of great interest in ultrarelativistic Heavy Ions

Collisions since it could be used as a good probe to test the hypothesis of the existence
of a quark-gluon plasma [I]. The calculation of this rate at the quantum level (without
integrating over the history of the plasma) is already a challenge in itself [2,3]. Two
formalisms of field theory at finite temperature can be used, the "imaginary time" and
the "real-time" formalisms (see [4] for a review). At finite temperature, we have to adopt
another approach than the usual procedure which is to compute the square of Feynman
amplitudes. In the case of interest, it was shown [2,3,5] that the dilepton rrte could be
related to the imaginary part of the vacuum polarization tensor of the virtual photon which
is not thermalized and escapes from the plasma to create a dilepton pair.

In a first paper [2], we have already computed the QCD corrections for massless quarks
at first order in as, the strong coupling constant, using the n-dimensional regularization
scheme. The result, which is free of any singularities (as found in [3]), is discussed also at
length in [6]. In this paper we complete our proof by considering massive quarks. We show
that first, the cancellation of singularities does occur also in this framework, and second,
that the limit m —> 0 leads to the same result as in [2]. There is also interest to give
a complete calculation since there is some ambiguity in the calculation of the self-energy
part in [2].

First, in sect.2, we recall briefly the cutting rules at finite temperature which allow
us to compute discontinuities of Green functions. The very simple calculation at the one
loop level is performed in sec.3 as well as the "T=O" part of the QCD corrections which
we obtain mainly by dropping the temperature dependent part of the uncut propagators.
One loop QCD corrections appear in two topologies (fig.l and fig.2). In sec.4 and sec.5,
we show the cancellation of finite temperature singularities within each topology, as we
expect if the Kinoshita theorem at zero temperature [7] holds also at finite temperature.
We conclude in sec.6 by recovering the same m —> 0 results as in [2].
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2- Cutting rules at finite temperature

The rules for calculating discontinuities of Green functions at finite temperature have

recently been worked out by Kobes and Semenoff [S]. These rules seem very powerful and

quite inevitable since they are the only known way to get rid of ill-defined terms such as

^-functions products. One proceeds nearly as at T = 0 except that the propagators to be

used are now 2x2 matrices.

In the case of a scalar particle of mass m, the propagator is

\
D*{k)J

(2.1)

where ns(w) = l/(exp/?w — 1) is the Bose-Einstein distribution function with w = |fco|

and A(k) = i/{ki -m2 + ir)).

In the case of gauge bosons, the gluon for instance, the propagator (in the Feynman

gauge) is,

G%{k) = -g^DatW (2.2)

where Daj is given by eq.(2.1) with m = 0. Color.factors are not displayed.

For fermions, we find

Sa,{k) = (jt + rn)Sab (2.3)

where

k) S\k)J

6(-ko)2Tr6{k2 - m2)

(2.4)

In this equation, np(w) = l/(exp 0u> +1) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function with the

chemical potential set equal to zero for simplicity.

In eq.(2.1) and eq.(2.4) we have split the T = O cutting rules propagators (first

matrix) from the finite temperature contribution (second matrix). This will help to get

the cancellation of products of ^-functions.
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We have also to define two types of vertices : underlined or not underlined in the x-

representation (circled or uncircled in the momentum representation). In this framework,

the cutting rules in the momentum representation are the following,

a) Take D(k) if k points from an uncircled to an uncircled vertex,

b) Take D*(k) if k points from a circled to a circled vertex,

c) Take D~(k) if fc points from a circled to an uncircled vertex,

d) Take .D+(A-N if k points from an uncircled to a circled vertex,

e) Reverse the sign of a vertex if this vertex is circled.

We have also to distinguish between external vertices (connected with physical parti-

cles) and internal vertices.

The imaginary part of a Green function in the momentum representation is obtained
by summing in all possible ways over circled or uncircled internal vertices and external
vertices except the two cases where all of the external vertices are circled or uncircled.
This is a consequence of the largest time equation [9] in the x-representation and of the
presence of thermal vertices with the real-time formalism.

In the case of the self-energy which is a two-point (external vertices) Green function
F(xi,x2), the discontinuity is given by

II(xi - X 2 ) = ^ F ( X 1 , X2, Vi) + F(X1, Z2, yi)
v. (2.5)

where y,- represents a set of internal vertices of both types. We may define also two
quantities, Il-(q) and H+(q) as the Fourier transforms of 11(^1 — x2) and 11(21 — x_2)
respectively, such the momentum q flows from Xi to x2. n+(g) is related to the decay rate
of the particle in the heat bath while Tl.(q) is related to the production rate of the particle.

These two quantities are simply related through the equation

(2.6)

Consequently, II _ and 1I+ have the same singularity structure.

In the following we choose to compute F = n_(g), the rate of production of a virtual

photon from a plasma of quarks and gluons in equilibrium.
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3- Born term and "T=O" contribution
As said in the introduction, we work in the n-dimensional regularization scheme (n =

4 —2e), in order to manipulate ultraviolet and infrared divergences. We could have chosen
to take a mass to the gluon but this approach turns out to be more complicated [3].
We choose, as reference frame, the frame where the plasma is at rest. We shall assume
furthermore that the virtual photon is also at rest (q = (Q, O)).

At the one-loop level, i.e. in the first order in the electromagnetic fine structure
constant, only cut propagators are involved, then we have

- q)}

(3.1)

This is the usual Born term corrected by the statistical factor n^(Q/2). In this equation

v = y/l — im2/Q2 *s t-ne relative velocity of the quarks with respect to the virtual photon
and m is their renormalized mass at T = 0.

At the two-loop level, i.e. in the first order of a and the second in the strong coupling
constant g (color factors included). We have to evaluate the diagrams of fig. 1 and fig.2. In
the case of the "virtual" diagrams (fig.la,b and fig.2a,b) i.e., the diagrams which correspond
to the virtual radiative corrections after cutting, the "T = 0" part is obvious: one has to
take the T = O part of uncut propagators only. Note that the ultraviolet part is cancelled
between the self-energy and the vertex topologies, due to the Ward identity. The result is
thus equivalent to the usual renormalization procedure for Feynman amplitudes.

In the case of the "real" diagrams, fig.ld, fig.2c and fig.2d, i.e. diagrams which
correspond after cutting to real gluon emission or absorption, it is less easy to extract the
"T = 0" contribution. It can be obtained by taking again the T = O part on the uncut
propagators and manipulating the products of statistical factors in such a way that we get
a np(Q/2) factor as in the Born rate F0. We will see in sec.4 and 5 that it corresponds in
terms of amplitudes to the absorption process. Note that we have no ultraviolet divergences
in these diagrams since one has a finite phase space at T — 0.

Summing real and virtual "T = 0'' contributions we get a well known result, the R
factor [10] which is free of any singularities. In the limit m —• 0, the corrected rate is

+ S ) (3.2)

There is one diagram left, fig.lc, but this one is zero at T = 0 since the circled vertices
do not form a connected region [9].
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4- The Self-energy type topology

A- Cancellation of pathologies

in the real-time formalism, one is confronted in multi-loop diagrams to dangerous
products of 6-functions. This is due to the expressions of the finite temperature prop-
agators. Fortunately, the doubling of degrees of freedom (expressed by the 2x2 matrix
structure of eq.(2.1) and eq.(2.4) ) and the cutting rules generate the correct prescription
to cancel these pathologies. This was shown in only few cases [2,3,4,11] and a general proof
remains to be found.

We give here a simple idea on how this cancellation can occur. We note first that the
T ^ O part is the same for all propagators (second matrix in eq.(2.1) and eq.(2.4) ), apart
from a statistical factor. Let us distinguish between "very internal lines" which link two
internal vertices and "internal lines" which have an external vertex at one end. We exclude
tadpoles from the present analysis for obvious reasons (in n dimensions, the T = O part is
zero and the T ^ O part is a constant which can be factorized). For a given configuration
of vertices with N internal lines, each propagator can be split into a T = 0 part and a
T ^ O part. This gives 2^ terms which can be classified into a term with no T = 0 line, a
sum of terms with only one T = O line, a sum of terms with only two T = O lines and so
on.

For the first class, the various assignments of (±) signs to the vertices give the same
contribution except an over-all (±) sign according to whether the number of circled vertices
is even or odd. Thus the various assignments give pairs of opposite sign terms which cancel.

For the second class, but for a T = 0 part on a very internal line only, the cancellation
will occur within each group of four graphs, by virtue of the identity

A(Jb) + A*(fc) - 6(ko)2n6(k2 - m2) - 0(-fco)27r<5(fc2 - m2) = 0 (4.1)

For other classes the cancellation depends very much of the topology (between each
group of 16 which two lines are not linked by any vertices, group of 8 if they share only
one vertex and group of 4 if they share two vertices).

Terms involving T = O part on internal (but not very internal) lines cancel in many
cases, term by term, as they come with opposite signs.
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In the case of interest, fig.l, one can easily show that there is no contributions from

n2
F(pi)nF(p2)nF(pi + k)nB(k),

nF(pi)nF(p2)nF(pi + k),

nF(pi)nF{p2)nB(k),

nF{pi)nF(p2), (4-2)

+ k)nB(k),

k)nB(k).

The quark self-energy contribution to F is represented by the four diagrams of fig.l. The
preceding discussion leads to a result which is free of ill-defined products of ̂ -functions.
Similarly, the summation of the four diagrams leads to

TSE = 2 J ^ T r [7"5-(Pl) (ReS(Pl)) (h + m)7l>5+(Pa)] Re(-iA(Pl))

J ^ ^ S - ( P l + k)D\k)S+(P2)Re(-A\Pl))TR

(4.3)

where

TR = Tr [7"(P1I + tnyrP{fa + j( + m)7
p(^i + m)7l>(j52 + m)] (4.4)

and S is the total fermion self-energy at finite temperature. The first line of eq.(4.3) comes
from the "virtual" diagrams figl.a,b,c. No statistical factor is to be used on the internal
line of momentum P i and only ReE(pi) needs to be taken into account. The second line
arises from fig.ld ("real" type diagrams). Again no statistical factor appears in the same
internal line of the real diagrams.

B- Virtual contribution of the quark self-energy
The virtual contribution of the quark-self-energy is the most difficult part of the

calculation. It is given by the first line of eq.(4.3)

+ m)7l /S
+(P2)]Re(-iA(Pl))

+ (Pl *~>P2)

with th~ self-energy ReS on both fermion legs. The usual approach at T = 0 is to expand
the self-energy S in p" around the mass-shell (^> = m) in the form

S(p) = 6m-(Z;l-l?(t + m) (4.6)
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The ultraviolet divergent mass correction 6m is eliminated by a counter-term diagram.

The result is quite simple,

TSg(T = O) = -2(Z2"1-I)0IT0 (4.7)

Unfortunately this is not possible at finite temperature because of the non-Lorentz covari-
ance of the self-energy. Indeed, an expansion around the mass-shell becomes extremely
perilous since S is not a function of j> only as at T = 0 but it depends on po ai*d p sepa-
rately and no momentum independent subtraction is possible. A possible approach is to
treat the T = O part of S in the usual renormalization procedure, giving the contribution
(4.7) and to evaluate the contribution of the T ^ O part of S directly in eq.(4.5) . Note
that the T ^ O part is U.V finite because of the statistical factors. Only the temperature
dependent terms are discussed in the following.

In the integral of eq.(4.5) appears a delicate product, S~(pi)Re(—iA(pi)). We may
handle it by the following substitution

27r(J(p2 - m2)Re(-*A(p)) = Re(-iA2(p))

Ô6(p2 - m2) (4.8)
= ~* d?

One could also take the derivative with respect to the mass, as done in [12]. All approachs
lead to the same result. Introducing eq.(4.8) in eq.(4.5) , we get

J ^rx J dP06(P> -m> + Q>- 2 p o Q ) ^ 7 m ) / ( p o , P2) (4.9)

where we have defined

/(Po, P2) = nF(p0)nF(Q - po)Tr [Y(P + Tn)(ReS)OS + m)lfi(^ -4 + m)} (4.10)

which has no angular dependence in p in the frame we are using. In eq.(4.9) we take po
and p2 as independent variables in order to perform the integrations with the help of each
(5-function. We obtain after some algebra

T(2-2e)
V [ - ( 5 - e ) ^ / ( P o - f , P = m )

(4-11)

We write the T ^ O part of the self-energy,

S = Apo7° - Bp.j - C (4.12)
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By analogy to the T = O case we define the quantities

6m2 = 2 [{A - B)p2
Q + Bp2 - mC]

dp2

(4.13)

6m2 is the T =£ O square of the mass shift given by (integrals are understood as principal

value)
/•OO

6m = 7TQ1CT + 2m — / dz n F ( ^ z ) m
77 ^0 * ' " (4.14)

\-z

as m —> 0

ô is analogous to the T = O wave function renormalization constant,

rr-l , " S

^«»> f *-1-*
\~Z

+ I -Z*

In this equation, cr = m2/Q2 and the >̂ function is discussed in the appendix. The function
/ is given by

/(Po,P ) = 4nF(p0)nF(Q - Po) \2m28m2 + 2(1 - e)pQQ6m2

+ (p2 - m2) [(e - l)<5m2 + 2p0QA(e - 1) - 2mC] 1

(4.16)
This allows to write eq.(4.11) , in the limit m —• 0, as

SE _ 1 i
" 1 J

Adding the Born rate we recover a form similar to eq.(4.7) which is

(4.1s)

where the relative velocity VT is now defined with the thermal mass. The singular part
is resumed in the Z2 term and looks the same as in [3]. The only, but very important,
difference is this new threshold factor, VT, which was already found in [4] and discussed at
length there.
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C- Real contribution

We turn now to the second line of eq.(4.3) , representing the graph shown in fig.Id.
Redefining the momentum flow, we may write

1 real J ^L^L(27r)" A2(P l - Jc))TR

(4.19)

Contrary to the previous case, this expression can be expressed as a product of Feyn-
man amplitudes, for Compton process, gluon absorption and emission, depending on the
kinematical region. Explicitely, we have

3232 F O 1
Re(-A2(Pl - k))TR = -{2pik)2 \rn4 + m2

Pl.k + m\l - e )^- + (1 - efpx.k p2.fcj
(4.20)

The whole calculation of eq.(4.19) is lengthy and was already presented in details for
massless quarks [2]. We indicate here the important points where the presence of the mass
becomes relevant.

In the rest frame of the virtual photon, the delta function in the propagator
leads to the condition on the angle 6 between p\ and k,

I cos#| =
- m2 < 1 (4.21)

where u = \k°\ and Ei = \p°\. This condition determines the various allowed kinematical
regions. For this, it is convenient to introduce the two dimensionless variables

and 2 = ^ r (4.22)

such that

i-K = — - V and pi.k - —z{y - 1)

The angular condition then reads

(4.23)

(1 - z)y{\ - y) > a (4.24)
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which can be satisfied in four regions of (y,z) corresponding to four physical processes,

• Compton scattering of a gluon on a quark for z > 1 and \(\-\-w) < y,

• Compton scattering of a gluon on an antiquark for z > 1 and y < 7;(I — w),

• Absorption of a gluon for 0 < z < 1 and \(1 — w) < y < | ( 1 + w),

• Emission of a gluon for z < 0 and ^(1 - w) < y < | (1 4- w), whei?

( 4 ' 2 5 )

In terms of the variables z and y, the phase space integral in eq.(4.19) reduces, after

integration on the irrelevant angles, to

2e

(4.26)

These are the main differences with the previous approach [2]. For instance, the combina-

tion of statistical factors is the same as before and reduces to

nB(%z)SF(z.y) (4.27)

with

sF(z,v) = M f ( I - *y))nF(f (i - z(i - y))) (4.28)

The mass singularity comes from the pole at y = 0 and y = 1. Noting that SF(Z, 0) =

SF(~I 1) we write

SF(z,y) = SF(z, 1) + (SF(z,y) - SF(z, I)) (4.29)

The second term gives a contribution which is free of both mass and infra-red singularities.

So we may take the limit m = 0 in its contribution and we get the same result as in [2] for

this part.

We concentrate now on the contribution of the first term of eq.(4.29) which contains

all the singularities. Refering by (i) to the four "real" physical processes, the rate looks

like

f 1 - e + 2a
x 1 - 2 ( ) 4 f ( ) + 8
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with the z boundaries explicited above for each process i (absorption, emission or Comp-
ton). Although the integration region for Compton process is not similar to that of the
absorption and emission the result can be written in the same form.

We now arrive to the crucial point of cancellation of singularities between "reel"
processes (eq.(4.30) ) and "virtual" processes (eq.(4.18) ). We can set e — 0 in t ..ms
which are infrared regular. On the other hand, we cannot take the limit m —> u as far as
infrared terms are concerned. The trick is then to add eq.(4.30) and eq.(4.18) in order to
have finite integrals in the z —» 0 region. Only after that the limit e —• 0 and m —• 0 can
be performed.

The "T = 0" part is extracted as in [2], it corresponds to the J0 dz part of the
phase space without any statistical factors under the integral. Adding this part of "real"
process with the contribution of "virtual" diagrams (eq.(4.7) ), we get cancellation of all
divergences.

For the temperature dependent part, we consider separately contributions associated
with the HB( 2Z) factor, and others associated with the UF(^i2 ~ I)) factor. The z-
integration domains for *he various physical processes can be joined together to form a
single domain in z from 0 to +oo which then can be combined to similar integrals for
the "virtual" terms. We may distinguish terms of the integrand which behave as z~l,
z° and z in the z —* 0 region. The first terms are infrared singular and proportional to
a; adding eq.(4.30) and eq.(4.18) , one finds infrared regular integrals, which vanish in
the limit m = 0. The second terms cancel inside the "real" processes and do not give
any finite contribution. The third terms display only mass singularities which cancel with
those presents in eq.(4.15) , giving some finite terms. The final and finite result for the
T ^ O part is

•pSE
L VIT < / j

i

= r o ^ £ rdz\nB^z)^ln|*2_Ji-2
77 Jo L

+ 2nF(f z) (z In l^J l i i -z + \n
z - l
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5- The vertex-type topology

A- Cancellation of pathologies
The arguments for the cancellation of ^-functions products hold in the same way for

the vertex-type diagram (fig.2). One can easily prove that contributions coming from

+ k)nB(k),
(5.1)

+ k)nF(p2 + k),

will disappear from the final result. Still there remains some ill-defined terms. Contribu-
tions like npUB are not cancelled with our simple arguments and these could be dangerous.
Fortunately, in the case of massive quarks, it turns out that the arguments of the associated
^-functions can never vanish simultaneously. In the limit of massless quarks, this is possible
only at the single point k = (0,0) in the phase space. But at this point, the phase space
provides a power in k large enough to kill the <5-function (something like J k6(k)dk = 0).
This happens only in a 4-dimensional universe.

After cancellation of 6-function products, we get the vertex-type contribution,

TV = 2(eq^f J ^-£Ls-(Pl) [s+(p2 + JOD-(E)Re(A(P1 + k)A*(p2))

-S+(p2) (Re(A(P1 + k)A(p2 + fc)A(fc)) +.2TmB(k)8(k2)Re(A(Pl + k)A(p2 + k))

- 2TmF(pi + k)6((Pl - k)2 - m2)Re(A(k)A(Pl + k))

- 2TTUF(P2 + k)6((p2 - k)2 - m2)Re(A(fc)A(p2 + k))\\

x Tr [7"(Ji1 + TnYfM1 + f + m)7"(ji2 + ft + m)7"(^2 + m)]
(5.2)

The first term in the braket refers to the real diagrams contribution, fig.2c,d while the rest
arises from the virtual diagrams, fig.2a,b. They are successively the 'T = 0", the bosonic
and the two fermionic contributions (respectively the first, second, third and fourth term
in the part proportional to S+(p2).
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B' The virtual contribution

The virtual part of the vertex-type topology is less complicated than in the the self-
energy type, but calculations, especially the fermionic contribution are quite lengthy. From
eq.(5.2) we can evaluate separately the contribution with the UB term on the gluonic
propagator which is

dz

We find here an infrared divergence with the UB(U;)/U> factor and a mass singularity which

is hidden in 4>i (see appendix).

On the other hand, the fermionic part of the propagators will be proportional to np
(times F0). It is regular in the infra-red limit but displays mass-singularities. We can set
e = 0 in this part which reads,

z ~
2z1n (5.4)

C- The real contribution

In fig.2c,d, propagators are cut the same way as in fig.ld. Redefining the flow of
momenta we get the same phase space as in sec.4C. The only, but important difference
is the trace factor which now corresponds to the interference part of the Feynman matrix
element squared. The expression to start with is,

(5.5)

where we have, with the notations of sec.4C,

^ ] (5'6)
The successive steps of the calculation are exactly the same as in sec.4C. The first term
in the braket in eq.(5.6) gives a finite contribution. The second term is more serious, but
both infrared and mass singularities disappear in each class of terms when we add eq.(5.3)
, eq.(5.4) and eq.(5.5) . This completes the proof of the validity of the Kinoshita theorem
at finite temperature up to this order.
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The net result for the "T # 0" part is

I n | z 2 - l |
In

z-1
z + 1

z + 1
z-l

+ 2In^

.»)

(5-7)

6- Conclusion
Summing the two topologies involved in this calculation at the two-loop level for the

finite temperature radiative corrections we find,

(6.1)

nF(
r 2 _

+ z(z* + 1) In + (z2 + 1) In z-l

which is in complete agreement with the result obtained in [2]. We recall that the above
result is obtained in the collinear approximation (j/ = 0) of the statistical factors Sp(^z, y).
In order to get the complete results for the formation rate of a virtual photon at as order
in a quark-gluon plasma, one should add to eq.(6.1) finite terms of the type of expression
(3.46) of ref.[2].

We note also that our result is independent on the regularization method. Indeed,
though we have used all along these pages the n-dimensional regularization scheme, at
no point have we expanded our expressions, in the "T ^ 0" part, in successive powers
of e, a procedure which leads to ambiguous O(e)/e constant terms. Had we introduced a
small cutoff A in potentially divergent integrals, we should have obtained the same result.
Eventually one could use this artifact to calculate complicated expressions in the case of
massive fermions. Nevertheless, the easiest way to do the calculation is with n-dimensional
regularization and massless fermions, so that the kinematic is very much simplified [2].
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Appendix

The main problem arises from the complicated phase space in the "real" contributions.
One starts from integrals of the form (for absorption and emission processes)

with r = 1,2. In order to recover the same structure as in the "virtual" contribution, we
define

Ii(w) = 4wl~ U

Ii(w) = 8wl~

with

<t>T(w)= C dp .y~'(1 " *' . (A4)
JQ V 1 ^ T

in the limit m —» O, it reduces to the following equations,

w) = -In<7 +In(I - z) + O(e)

1
u^»2(u) = —-(v — eln<r)

w<j>2(w) = —(w — eln«r + eln(l — z))

where v and w are defined in the text (see eqs.(3.1),(4.25)). While for Compton we have
integrals of the form,

As in the limit m —* 0 we have,

J2 = —(z - 1 ) - 2 J 1
(T

These expressions for J,- allows one to reconstruct the generic form of eq.(4.30) which

contains the singular part of the "real" contribution, SF(Z, I)-
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Figure captions
Fig.l Self-energy type topology : diagrams involved in the calculation of II_(g) at finite

temperature.
Fig.2 Vertex type topology : diagrams involved in the calculation of U-(q) at finite tem-

perature.
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